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About the COVID-19 Response and Recovery project
This paper is an output from the project “Response and Recovery: Mobilising financial
resources for development in the time of COVID-19”, which is co-ordinated by the Debt
and Development Finance Branch of UNCTAD and jointly implemented with ECA,
ECLAC and ESCAP. This project is one of the five UN Development Account shortterm projects launched in May 2020 in response to the COVID-19 crisis.
In this paper, a framework to assess external debt and financial sustainability and
public sector sustainability through the lens of the achievement of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) is presented. The approach differs in some key areas
from the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) Debt Sustainability Analysis (DSA),
placing external constraints and the resulting possible growth rate at centre stage. This
in turn provides information on the fiscal space available to policy makers with which
to achieve the SDGs through public investment.

Abstract
This user manual i) introduces the theoretical foundation of the UNCTAD Sustainable
Development Finance Assessment Framework Policy Dashboard, ii) demonstrates
how the dashboard was built, and iii) provides a step-by-step guideline to adapt the
SDFA policy dashboard to other countries. The SDFA dashboard determines trends
in the sustainability of their external, public sector and integrated financial positions.
Moreover, it allows policymakers in the selected country to assess the impact of
different policy choices on financial sustainability.
For more detailed information on the SDFA dashboard and the tool, please contact:
Dr. (Ms) Penelope Hawkins
Senior Economic Affairs Officer
Debt and Development Finance Branch
Division on Globalisation and Development Strategies
UNCTAD
Email: penelope.hawkins@un.org
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1. Introduction
This user manual has three main goals: First, to introduce the user to the theoretical
foundation of the UNCTAD Sustainable Development Finance Assessment
Framework Policy Dashboard (section 2). Second, demonstrate how the dashboard
was built (sections 3 and 4. Third, provide a step-by-step guideline to adapt the SDFA
policy dashboard to other countries (section 5).
The UNCTAD SDFA Framework Policy Dashboard was developed with two purposes
in mind, namely:
i)

ii)

To apply historical data for a selected country to the model in order to
determine trends in the sustainability of their external, public sector and
integrated financial positions.
To allow policymakers in the selected country to assess the impact of
different policy choices on financial sustainability going forward by changing
assumptions relating to the future path of the model’s key variables.

These objectives are reflected in the structure of the SDFA Framework Policy
Dashboard – which was developed in Microsoft Excel to make it easier for countries
to use in assessing their own performance.

2. The theoretical underpinnings of the SDFA Framework
The Sustainable Development Finance Assessment (SDFA) Framework was
developed for UNCTAD by Gustavo Bhering and Carlos Schonerwald da Silva in 2021.
It draws on Thirlwall (1979) in recognising the importance of the balance of payments
constraint facing most developing countries. The balance of payments position of
small, open economies is typically the main constraint to their long-run ability to grow
since it imposes a limit on aggregate demand to which aggregate supply is usually
forced to adapt. This adaptation often occurs at levels of long-run aggregate supply
that are not consistent with full employment. In this view, raising a country’s growth
rate in a way that is consistent with balance of payments equilibrium can only be
achieved through structural changes that serve to raise its income elasticity of exports
and/or reduce the income elasticity of its imports over the longer term. Although a
balance of payments constraint can be eased by capital inflows, McCombie & Thirlwall
(1997) argue that capital inflows alone cannot permit an individual country to increase
its growth rate by very much or for very long.
Pasinetti (1981, 1993) who developed a structural economic dynamics (SED)
approach to explain uneven multi-sectoral development, notes that income elasticities
vary across different products and change over time in response to changing per
capita incomes. These changing income elasticities provide differing opportunities for
sectors to grow as the resulting expansion of demand is not equally spread over all
sectors. Since there are also differing import elasticities associated with each sector
there are balance of payments implications of these structural changes in the
composition of output. However, as noted by Thirlwall (1979), in a modern open
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economy the external balance of payments constraint on the growth of overall demand
applies, irrespective of how proportional that growth’s impact is across different
sectors. This also has implications for public sector debt sustainability: the external
constraint on growth also constrains tax collections and the ability to service public
sector liabilities.
The UNCTAD SDFA framework uses an understanding of the accounting relationships
between various stocks and flows used in the formulation of balance of payments,
fiscal and national accounts data to develop key indicators of external and public
sector financial sustainability. It has three components:
iii)
iv)
v)

Financial sustainability conditions for external finance;
Financial sustainability conditions for public sector finances; and
Integrated financial sustainability conditions for both external and public
sector finances.

Each of these components is examined in the following sections.
2.1 Financial sustainability conditions for external finance

Imbalances in flows on the external account give rise to foreign liabilities and debts for
some economies and foreign assets and credits for others. If the stock of net external
liabilities (foreign liabilities less foreign assets) increases faster than that country’s
capacity to repay those liabilities (represented by foreign currency earnings derived
from exports of goods and services and remittances) it suggests that the rate at which
the country concerned is accumulating net external liabilities is becoming relatively
less sustainable1.
The value of foreign liabilities and foreign assets vary over time due to both newly
incurred liabilities and newly acquired assets, as well as changes in their respective
stock valuations. The SDFA framework takes account of this by incorporating these
valuation changes – including those caused by exchange rate movements - into its
calculation of net external liabilities. In practice this means that in a given period (t),
the change in net external liabilities (∆NEL) will be the result of subtracting the values
of exports of goods and services (X), remittances (RMT), and net income from abroad
plus any holding gains or losses (NIFA*) from the value of imports of goods and service
(M).
𝚫𝑵𝑬𝑳 = 𝑴𝒕 − 𝑿𝒕 − 𝑹𝑴𝑻𝒕 − 𝑵𝑰𝑭𝑨∗𝒕
This means that – for a given import elasticity - external financial sustainability will
neither deteriorate nor improve if the rate of growth in net external liabilities is the same
as the rate of growth in exports plus remittances. If, however, the growth in net
external liabilities is faster than the growth in exports plus remittances, the external
1

It should be noted that, contrary to standard Balance of Payments practice, the model frames Net
External Liabilities and Current Account deficits as positive values and Net External Assets and
Current Account surpluses as negative values.
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financial sustainability of the economy concerned will be deteriorating. Conversely, if
it is slower, external financial sustainability will be improving. This sustainability
condition can be expressed as follows:
𝑴 − 𝑿∗
𝒈𝑿∗ − 𝒓 𝑵𝑬𝑳
(
)
=
𝑿∗
𝟏 + 𝒈𝑿∗ 𝑿∗
Where M represents imports of goods and services; X* is exports plus remittances; gx*
is the growth in exports plus remittances; r is the average cost of net external liabilities;
and NEL are net external liabilities. In practice this means that if a country has a
current account deficit, the rate of growth in exports (gX*) must be faster than the
weighted average cost of external liabilities minus the weighted average return on
external assets (r). For as long as it is not, the country concerned will be moving away
from having net external liabilities that it can service sustainably. If, however, the rate
of growth in exports consistently exceeds the average cost of net external liabilities it
implies that the country can allow net external liabilities to rise (i.e. foreign liabilities
increase faster than foreign assets) without threatening external financial
sustainability. Effectively the country could increase imports (and support a higher
rate of economic growth in the process) without becoming financially unsustainable.
There are additional nuances that can impact on this sustainability condition. For
example, foreign currency denominated net external debt has implications for export
earnings that are different to local currency denominated net external debt. It is also
possible that a country may be unable to fully-finance a current account deficit with
inflows through the capital and financial accounts of the balance of payments. This
will impose a hard constraint on the level of imports.

2.2 Financial sustainability conditions for public sector finance

The public sector comprises the different tiers of government as well as state-owned
enterprises and other state-controlled entities. Its spending is typically financed
through a combination of taxation, levies and user charges, borrowing (either
domestically or internationally) and changes to the monetary base. While there is
great variation in and no universally-accepted limit to the extent to which the public
sector of a particular country can incur liabilities, some countries may adopt fiscal rules
that limit the extent of public sector borrowing and the purposes for which borrowed
funds can be used. Most capital market lenders will also impose effective limits on
borrowing through variations in the price, repayment period and value of lending based
on the perceived risk of default.
Since the SDFA framework takes account of public sector net liabilities rather than
simply debt, it is necessary to account for variations (holding gains and losses) in the
stock values of both public sector liabilities and public sector assets over time 2. In
It should be noted that, contrary to standard practice, the SDFA model frames both public sector deficits and
Net Public Sector Liabilities as positive values while public sector surpluses and Net Public Sector Assets have
negative values.
2
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essence, the financial position of a country’s public sector will be moving away from
sustainability if the rate at which its public sector net liabilities (PSNL) increases is
faster than the rate of growth of an indicator that reflects the capacity for servicing and
repayment of those liabilities. The SDFA has chosen to use the GDP (Y) for this
purpose, but it could have chosen to use a narrower indicator such as taxes collected.
This choice would be material if the capacity for tax collection of the country concerned
was not aligned with the economic base and changed over time. For example, if the
prevailing tax base represented a subset of all the economic activity and expanded at
a slower rate than the GDP the use of the GDP as an indicator of repayment capacity
would tend to overstate the public sector financial sustainability of the country
concerned. This risk may be more pronounced in economies with large informal
sectors, narrow tax bases and poorly developed tax collection systems.
The SDFA framework public sector financial sustainability boundary condition is given
as:
𝑮 + 𝑭 − 𝑻𝟎
𝒈 − 𝜷 𝑷𝑺𝑵𝑳
)
=(
𝒀
𝟏+𝒈
𝒀

Where G represents government spending excluding transfer payments, F represents
fiscal transfer payments; T is taxes and other sources of revenue, g is the growth in
real GDP, β is the weighted average real cost of public sector net liabilities; PSNL is
public sector net liabilities and Y represents the GDP. In essence, what this means is
that, in the presence of a fiscal deficit [i.e. (G + F) > T], public sector financial stability
will be improving if the rate of growth in real GDP (g) is greater than the rate of growth
in the weighted average real cost of public sector net liabilities (β), and deteriorating if
g is less than β.

2.3 Integrated financial sustainability conditions for both external and public
sector finance

The final component of the SDFA seeks to integrate the external and public sector
debt sustainability constraints into a unified model. From the perspective of the
external debt constraint, for a given import elasticity the level of output of the economy
will require a corresponding level of imports and growth in the level of output will
require that imports also grow. However, if this growth in imports is not matched by a
corresponding growth in exports plus remittances, net external liabilities will increase.
There is, therefore, a rate of growth in both exports and imports that is consistent with
external debt sustainability and that level of growth in imports also imposes a
constraint on the growth in output. If the rate of growth in output is higher than this
sustainable rate of growth in imports and exports, then imports will also need to grow
at a faster rate. Since exports are exogenously determined, this will mean that net
external liabilities will increase – moving the country away from an external financial
position that is sustainable over the longer term.
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The public sector financial sustainability condition can then be restated as:

𝑮 + 𝑭 − 𝑻𝟎
𝒈𝑩𝑷 − 𝜷 𝑷𝑺𝑵𝑳
)
=(
𝒀
𝟏 + 𝒈𝑩𝑷
𝒀

Where gBP represents that growth in exports and imports that is consistent with
external debt sustainability and an associated rate of growth in output. All the other
elements of the integrated sustainability condition are as given in relation to the public
sector financial sustainability condition.
In essence, the integrated financial
sustainability condition means that public sector net liabilities will only be sustainable
over the long term if the rate of growth in exports plus remittances and imports that is
consistent with external financial sustainability (i.e. gBP) exceeds the weighted average
cost of public sector net liabilities (i.e. β).

3. A note on data
There is great variation in both the range of data that countries collect and publish and
in how particular variables are calculated. While international reporting standards –
such as the International Monetary Fund’s Sixth Edition (BPM6) of the Balance of
Payments and International Investment Position Manual – exist, there are still
significant differences in the extent which countries comply with these standards. This
makes the consistent application of the model to different countries difficult.
To circumvent this problem, the SDFA Framework Policy Dashboard suggests that
data is sourced from international organisations such as the IMF and the World Bank.
However, these organisations cannot always compensate for differences and
shortcomings in the way that countries collect data and define and calculate variables.
As a result, these sources may have required model data for a particular country for
only a limited period (which impacts the ability to assess historical trends), or not have
particular data series at all (which necessitates the choice of alternative sources and
proxy variables that may impact the accuracy and value of the SDFA framework model
to a greater or lesser extent). These problems tend to become more common when
lower income and less developed countries are selected because they often have
poorly-developed statistical systems.
While the number of variables that are inputs into the model is relatively limited, some
need to be calculated using additional variables. The data from international
organisations also tends to be “packaged” and is often easier to download as a set –
rather than as individual time series.
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4. The structure and contents of the Policy Dashboard in
the Excel Workbook
4.1 Contents
The names and contents of the various Worksheets that make up the UNCTAD SDFA
Framework Policy Dashboard Workbook are shown in the Contents Worksheet
(reproduced below). Hyperlinks to each Worksheet are included. There are links back
to the Contents in Cell A1 of each Worksheet, which contains the icon

.

Figure 1: Contents Worksheet

4.2 Integrated Dashboard
Once the Workbook has been populated with the required data for the selected
country, the Integrated Dashboard becomes the primary interface for users of the
UNCTAD SDFA Framework Policy Dashboard. It allows users to observe the
application of historical data to the External, Public Sector and Integrated
Constraints, and to assess the future impact of policy choices relating to key variables
of the SDFA Model.
This Worksheet reflects historical averages and trends for key variables used in the
External, Public Sector and Integrated sustainability assessments. It makes provision
for two forward-looking scenarios:
i) A Baseline Scenario that assumes that the same averages derived
from the historical analysis will persist going forward; and
ii) An Alternative Scenario that allows the user to make policy and other
assumptions that will change key model variables over the forecast
period. The assumptions made reflect the value for the end of the
forecast period (e.g. 2031). The intervening forecast values are
generally calculated using the compound average annual change
between the last (most recent) historical value and the last year of the
forecast.
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Figure 2: Integrated Dashboard Worksheet

4.3 Model Data
The Model Data Worksheet (tab highlighted yellow) is a consolidation of the data
required for all the elements of the UNCTAD SDFA Framework Policy Dashboard. It
collects relevant data from all the Worksheets that are listed below and then also
projects the data for the Baseline and Alternative scenarios. In the former case this is
determined from long term averages of the historical data, and in the latter case it
arises from the assumptions made in the Integrated Dashboard.
Figure 3: Model Data Worksheet
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4.4 Core data
The worksheets described below host information that is incorporated into the Model
Data Worksheet. When adapting the SDFA Policy Dashboard to a new country, the
user must adjust the required data in the seven worksheets listed below. All the
worksheets that need to be populated with data relevant to the selected country have
green tabs.
4.4.1

Exchange Rate to US$

The Exchange Rate to US$ Worksheet contains data that reflects the average annual
rate of exchange between the local currency and the United States dollar. This data
is used to convert values from LCUs to US$ and from US$ to LCUs where required.
This Worksheet also includes a GDP deflator calculation.
The average exchange rate is determined from the IMF World Economic Outlook
database using the estimates of gross domestic product at current prices in both LCU
and US$ terms. This database can be accessed using the URL contained in the
Worksheet. It is important to ensure that the units relating to the LCU data
(millions, billions, trillions) is correctly reflected in the exchange rate
calculation.
The GDP deflator is calculated using the gross domestic product in LCUs in both
current and constant price terms.
Figure

4.4.2

4:

Exchange

Rate

to

US$

Worksheet

BoPIIP US$

The BoPIIP US$ Worksheet contains data that relates to the selected country’s
Balance of Payments and International Investment Position expressed in United
States dollars. Where possible this data should be sourced from the IMF Balance of
Payments and International Investment Position database as it consistently applies
the BPM6 standards and thereby ensures some level of inter-country comparability.
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After accessing the relevant database using the URL contained in the Worksheet it is
important to first ascertain the reporting status of the selected country. This can be
determined by clicking on the link on the upper righthand side of the web page titled
Economies Reporting on BPM6 Basis which then downloads a PDF document that
lists start date of participating economies in relations to both Balance of Payments
(BOP BPM6 Basis Start Date) and International Investment Position (IIP BPM6 Basis
Start Date) data.
After determining that the selected country is included the user should:
i) Click on the Query tab on the top centre-left of the web page, then click
on the
icon next to the Country tab (third item on the left) and then
select the country from the dropdown list. Select OK.
ii) Then select the
icon next to the Time tab on the left of the web
page (first of three selectable items). Select the Timeline tab and then deselect the Quarterly data and ensure that sufficient available annual data is
selected to provide for a reasonable historical trend analysis. Select Apply.
Then close the Filter-Time box.
iii) Then select the Export tab and download the Excel file.
iv) Select the data in the downloaded file up to the line that reflects the
Net International Investment Position and paste it over the data in the
existing BoPIIP US$ Worksheet.
Figure 5: BoPIIP US$ Worksheet

4.4.3

BoPIIP LCU

The BoPIIP LCU Worksheet contains the same data as shown in the BoPIIP US$
Worksheet except that is converted to local currency units. Once the Exchange Rate
to US$ Worksheet has been updated the conversion should happen automatically.
However, it is important to ensure that the time frames reflected in each Worksheet
are the same. It should be noted that the default calculation converts the data from
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millions of US$ to billions of LCUs.
Figure 6: BoPIIP LCU Worksheet

4.4.4

Import & Export Volumes

The Import & Export Volumes & Price Worksheet contains historical data reflecting
the current price and constant price values for gross domestic product, imports and
exports of the selected country. These are used to calculate the import and export
propensities as well as the price and volume changes in imports and exports.
The required data is sourced from the World Bank World Development Indicators.
After entering the URL shown in the Worksheet it is necessary to select the country,
the series required and the data timeframe. The series are listed alphabetically and
should be selected in accordance with the series names listed in the Worksheet. Once
the required data has been downloaded and pasted into the Worksheet in the required
place, the export and import propensities and price and volumes changes are
calculated automatically.
Figure 7: Import & Export Volumes Worksheet
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4.4.5

Fiscal Monitor

The Fiscal Monitor Worksheet contains key fiscal sector indicators and projections
that are expressed as a share of the selected country’s nominal gross domestic
product. The data is sourced from the IMF Fiscal Monitor database. Depending on
the country selected, the data may, or may not, include figures for the ratio of Net Debt
to GDP. If it is not included, and this data cannot be sourced elsewhere, the Gross
Debt to GDP ratio can be used.
The Fiscal Monitor data is accessed by entering the URL listed in the Worksheet. The
user must then select the By Country tab at the top left of the web page and then
choose the country required from the drop-down list.
The export data
icon to the right of the data table must then be selected. For
some reason the data downloaded from this source includes blank columns between
each year of data which must be removed prior to pasting the data in the Worksheet.
Figure 8: Fiscal Monitor Worksheet

4.4.6

Government Finance Statistics

The Government Finance Statistics Worksheet contains data on the sources and
use of public sector revenue. The Worksheet includes three sets of data that are all
sourced from the IMF Government Finance Statistics database, namely:
i)
ii)
iii)

A detailed revenue breakdown;
A detailed expense breakdown; and
A breakdown of the Classification of Functions of Government (COFOG)
expenditure.

While much of this data is not used as a direct input into the SDFA Model, it provides
important context to aspects such as possible additional public sector spending that
could be linked to meeting Sustainable Development Goals or climate change targets.
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Use the URLs listed for each section of data. In relation to the Detailed Revenue
Breakdown:
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

v)

Select the country from the drop-down list using the Country tab.
With the Sector tab, first try to select General Government. If the selected
country does not have data on general government revenue and
expenditure, select Budgetary Central Government.
Keep the Unit tab on the Domestic Currency default.
For the Year tab, ensure that the period covered is sufficient to allow for a
reasonable historical trend analysis. The default is typically for ten years or
more, which should be sufficient.
Export the data to an Excel file and then paste the relevant data into the
Worksheet.

Repeat these steps for the Detailed Expense Breakdown and the Functional
Expenditures (COFOG) sections.
Figure 9: Government Finance Statistics Worksheet

4.4.7

GDP Constant & Current

The GDP Constant & Current Worksheet contains data that reflects annual changes
in the GDP deflator, as well as constant and current price GDP. It also includes data
on estimates of the value of World GDP at current prices in US$ terms.
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Figure 10: GDP Constant & Current Worksheet

4.5 Contextual Information
The three worksheets described below host information that although is not a variable
used directly in the SDFA Model, it may be an important consideration in relation to
additional spending requirements by government and expenditure priorities. The three
worksheets are referred in the Excel documents as Annex 1, 2 and 3.
4.5.1

Population

The Population Worksheet contains historical and projected population data for the
selected country. The recommended source for this data is the United Nations
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA) World Population Prospects
(currently the 2019 Revision). This can be supplemented with population estimates
by the statistical agencies of the selected country for recent years. UN DESA includes
forward projections at five yearly intervals, so it is necessary to construct annual
estimates for the interceding years. A compound average annual growth rate can be
used for this purpose.

4.5.2

GDP Expenditure Constant

The GDP Expenditure Constant Worksheet contains historical data reflecting the
gross domestic product of the selected country using the expenditure method in
constant price terms in local currency units (LCUs). It is usually sourced from the
selected country’s statistical office. . This data is often packaged for downloading
purposes and it may be easier to include the comprehensive data. The historical time
period covered by this data may vary. It is important to try to incorporate at least ten
years of historical data to make the trend analysis worthwhile.
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4.5.3 GDP Expenditure Current
The GDP Expenditure Current Worksheet contains historical data reflecting the
gross domestic product of the selected country using the expenditure method in
current price terms in local currency units (LCUs). It is usually sourced from the
selected country’s statistical office. The combination of the constant and current price
data can also be used to determine price deflators for the various components of the
GDP. This data is often packaged for downloading purposes and it may be easier to
include the comprehensive data. The historical time period covered by this data may
vary. It is important to try to incorporate at least ten years of historical data to make
the trend analysis worthwhile.

5. Process to follow to populate and use the UNCTAD
SDFA Framework Policy Dashboard
The following steps should be followed to set up and use the UNCTAD SDFA
Framework Policy Dashboard.
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

Open the Excel file titled SDFA Policy Dashboard 29 August 2022
V1.0.
Save the file under a new name that reflects the country selected.
Populate the Core Data Worksheets (green tabs) (Section 3.4 above)
with relevant data. Optional: populate contextual information worksheet
(grey tabs). Ensure that units and dates are correctly captured.
Ensure that each line of the Model Data Worksheet correctly references
the correct cell in the correct Worksheet. The years must match. If the
format of the data for the country selected differs from that referred to in
the Model Data Worksheet make sure that corresponding values match.
If the source data does not include a particular time series then ensure
that those values are blank in the Model Data Worksheet. Some
statistical offices publish data with years running from left to right, while
others publish data from right to left. It is important to ensure that there
is consistency with other parts of the Workbook and that the correct
years are referenced.
Ensure that the first year of the Baseline and Alternative scenarios follow
on immediately from the last year of available historical data. So, if
available data only goes to 2020, the first year of the Baseline and
Alternative scenarios must be 2021.
Ensure that the averages calculated relate to the period of the historical
data and that the number of periods is correctly reflected in the
calculation.
The Model currently reflects fiscal rules relating to both the ratio of the
fiscal deficit to GDP and the level of government debt to GDP. If the
country selected has fiscal rules (such as deficit or debt limits) ensure
that these are correctly reflected in the Model Data Worksheet on lines
108 to 110. If the selected country does not have fiscal rules, the values
on these lines should be zeroed.
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viii)

ix)

x)
xi)

In respect of all ratio calculations (eg. MNOM/GDP, XNOM/GDP, NEL/X*,
PSNL/Y) ensure that the currencies (LCUs, US$) and the units (millions,
billions, trillions) are consistent.
Once all error messages and gaps in the Model Data Worksheet have
been addressed the historical averages and trend lines and the Baseline
Scenario should accurately reflect in the table of the Integrated
Dashboard and it should be possible to “test” the impact of different
policy assumptions by changing variables listed in the Alternative
Scenario column of the Table (circled in red in the Figure below). The
cells with the blue background (e.g. 6. Ratio of Net External Liabilities to
Augmented Exports) are the result of assumptions made and cannot be
directly changed in the Integrated Dashboard Worksheet.
Ensure that the name of the selected country is correctly reflected in the
Dashboard. The flag of that country can also be included.
Important information to consider: Depending on which Alternative
Scenario assumptions are changed (i.e in the External Constraint
section or the Public Sector Constraint section), there should be changes
in the External Constraint and/or the Public Sector Constraint and/or
Integrated Constraint figures in the Dashboard. These changes may
impact the position of the numbered Alternative Scenario series on the
graphical plane and/or the gradient of the Boundary Condition and Area
of Financial Sustainability. The extent to which such shifts are noticeable
will depend on the size of the changes made in the assumptions and the
relative sensitivity of the SDFA Model of the selected country to changes
in that variable. Note that the position of the numbered series reflecting
the historical and future scenarios in both the Public Sector Constraint
and Integrated Constraint will be the same. The only difference between
the two graphs will be the gradient of the Boundary Condition and the
Area of Financial Sustainability.
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Figure 11: Changing policy assumptions in the Integrated Dashboard
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Figure 12: Reflecting changing policy assumptions in the Integrated Dashboard
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